This is the Dirty South Legends kit. I have over 100 kits on Tradebit and this is one of my best. There are hundreds of Futuristic/Crunk/Buck/Bounce drums & sounds in this kit! This is volume 2, made in 2011. I have over 100 kits at: justanotherbiko.tradebit.com/files.php/6011-Sounds-MIDI-Sound-Design-Elements I only sell drums that BANG! It took me years to come up with this collection. I am very picky about my sounds. I have countless hours of mixing experience. Take advantage of my years of hard work and expertise. Gear Used (to make these sounds): Pro Tools 8, Neko TSE, MPC 3000, Waves SSL 4000 Plug-ins, Soundforge 9... SOUND QUALITY ALL SOUNDS CONTAINED WITHIN THIS LIBRARY WERE CREATED at 44.1 KHz TO PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY WAVE FORMAT All sounds are in .wav format. EQUIPMENT COMPATABILITY These sounds will work with anything that will read .wav files. These sounds are compatible with all professional equipment including but not limited to: the Akai MPC 60, 500, 1000, 2000, 2000xl, 2500, 3000, 4000, -Yamaha Motif 6,7,8(es) - Korg Triton, Trinity, Extreme, - Roland MV 8000, MC 909, SP 606, 808, Fantom X,S X/V, Ensoniq Asr 10 X, Emu SP 1200, Protools LE,
Cubase SX, Logic Pro (all versions), Fruity Loops, Reason, Wave Lab, Recycle, Garage Band, Halion, Native Instruments, Acid Pro, Motu and many other software and hardware DAWs. AVAILABILITY You will not find this kit from other sellers over the internet. I made all these sounds myself. These are not recycled sounds from other kits I offer or from other sellers over the internet. You can be assured these are industry standard & better and will fulfill your production needs. Tags: rnb, r&b, blaze
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